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1Ä .The two-dimensional Schrodinger operator H a for a spin particle is consid-È 2
ered. The magnetic field b generated by a does not grow in some directions and
stabilizes to a positively homogeneous function. It is shown that the spectrum
Ä Ä  ..   ..  4s H a consists of s H a and 0 , the latter being an isolated eigenvalue ofdi sc
infinite multiplicity, the former accumulating to q` only. The principal term of
Ä  ..   . .the asymptotics of s H a , and of s H a q V , where b and V do not growdi sc
in some directions, is computed. Q 1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
1.1. Schrodinger operators with magnetic fields have been studiedÈ
w xby many authors, see, e.g., a review 11 . They are of the form
n
2
H a s D y a x , .  . . j
js1
n’  .  .where D s yi­ , i s y1 , and a x s  a x dx is a real 1-formj j js1 j j
which is called a vector potential. Note that the above Hamiltonian is
w xrelated to the stochastic oscillatory integral 8, 9 .
1  .If the a are sufficiently regular, say a g C , then the closure of H aj j
 n.  .in L R is a self-adjoint operator which is also denoted by H a .2
If the magnetic field B s da grows regularly at infinity then the spec-
  ..  .trum s H a of H a is discrete; the principal term of the asymptotics of
  ..  .the counting function N l, H a of the spectrum of H a was calculated
w xin 1, 15, 5 . If B grows irregularly at infinity or does not grow in some
directions then the spectrum can also be discrete but in this case only
w xtwo-sided estimates were obtained 10 .
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 .1.2. H a describes a spinless particle; the Schrodinger operator forÈ
1a spin particle is given by2
n i
j kÄH a s H a q b g g , .  .  jk2j, ks1
j where b s ­ a y ­ a , and g are r = r Hermitian matrices so-calledjk j k k j
. j k k j jk  w x.Dirac matrices satisfying g g q g g s 2d see, e.g., 2 . The Dirac
matrices exist if r s 2 w n r2x.
Ä n r .  .Thus, H a acts in L R m C . It can be represented in a form2
Ä 2 .  .  .H a s D a , where D a is the Dirac operator defined by
n
jD a s g yi­ y a x . .  . . j j
js1
This expression is useful in the even-dimensional case due to its super-
 w x.symmetric structure see, e.g., 2, 13 .
Ä  ..If B grows regularly at infinity then s H a is discrete except for 0,
 w x.and 0 is an isolated eigenvalue of infinite multiplicity see, e.g., 13 ; the
asymptotics of the spectrum can be easily derived from the asymptotic
w xformulas for the Dirac operator which were obtained in 6 .
Ä .1.3. In this paper, we consider H a with magnetic fields which do
Ä  ..not grow in some directions, in the case n s 2. We prove that s H a is
discrete except for 0, and 0 is an isolated eigenvalue of infinite multiplicity.
In addition, we compute the principal term of the asymptotics of the
discrete spectrum.
Ä .In Section 2 we state the Main Theorem on H a and give an example,
and in Section 3 we prove the Main Theorem. The computation of the
Ä  ..asymptotics of s H a is reduced to a theorem for Schrodinger opera-Èdisc
 .tors H a q V with irregular a and V, which is proved in Section 4. Note
w x   . .that in 10 , two-sided estimates for the counting function N l, H a q V
were obtained under additional smoothness conditions on a and V}but
arbitrary polynomials a and V were allowed.
2. MAIN THEOREM
2.1. We assume that the magnetic field da s b dx n dx satisfies1 2
the following conditions.
At infinity, b stabilizes to a positively homogeneous function B , of0
degree m ) 0: ; x g R2, there exists a limit
B x s lim tym b tx ; 1 .  .  .0
tªq`
B G 0 and vanishes on finitely many rays S , . . . , S ; 2 .0 1 N
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outside S [ S j ??? j S , b is of a class C1 and satisfies an estimate1 N
my 1 :=b x F C x , 3 .  .
 :  < < 2 .1r2where x s 1 q x ; and for j s 1, . . . , N, there exist constants
w .k g 1, m , B ) 0, and a conical neighbourhood U of S such thatj j j j
 4U l U s 0 , ; j / l , 4 .j l
 .  . <and in Cartesian coordinates x , x such that S s x , x x ) 0, x s1 2 j 1 2 1 2
4 <0 , b admits a representationUj
my k j < < k j my k jy1 < < k j my k j < < k jq1b x s B x x q O x x q O x x , 5 .  . .  .j 1 2 1 2 1 2
as x ª ` and x rx ª 0.2 1
 .  .2.2. For s s 1, . . . , N, set v s m y k r k q 2 ,s s s
< < <I s s k - mr2 , I s s k s mr2 , I s s k ) mr2 . 4  4  4cl s int s st s
Set
2y2y2r m 2p y2rm y1y2r mc a s B f df j , 6 .  .  .Hcl 0p m q 2 . 0 jG1
2y2y1r k k q 2 . y1r k y1y1r kc a s B j , 7 .  . int sp k k q 1 . sgI jG1int
where k s mr2, and for s g I , setst
q` q`y1 v y2 vs sc a s 2p dx dj x N x , P , 8 .  .  .H H  .s , st 1 1 1 1 s , j 1
0 y`
where P is the closure ofs, j 1
2k k2 `s s< < < <j y B x x r k q 1 q D q B x : C R ª L R . .  .  . .1 s 2 2 s 2 s 2 0 2
 .  .  .Note that due to 1 , 2 , and 5 , c - q` if and only if s g I , ands, st st
c - q` if and only if I s B and I s B.cl s t int
2.3.
 .  .THEOREM 2.1. Let 1 ] 5 hold. Then
Ä Ä .   ..   ..  4a s H a s s H a j 0 ;di sc
 .  4b 0 is an isolated eigen¨alue of infinite multiplicity;
Ä .   ..c s H a accumulates to q` only;di sc
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Ä Ä .   ..   ..d N l, H a , the counting function of s H a , obeys thedi sc di sc
following asymptotic formulas:
if I s B and I s B, then as l ª q`,int st
Ä 1q2r mN l, H a ; 2c a l ; 9 .  .  . .di sc cl
if I / B and I s B, then as l ª q`,int st
Ä 1q2r mN l, H a ; 2c a l ln l; 10 .  .  . .di sc int
if I / B, then as l ª q`,st
Ä mq2.r2myk s.N l, H a ; 2 c a l . 11 .  .  . . di sc s , st
sgIst
 . < < l < < kEXAMPLE 2.1. Let b x s b x x , where b ) 0 and k, l G 1.1 2
 .  .Then 1 ] 5 hold with m s k q l, S s S j S j S j S , where1 2 3 4
S s x , x x ) 0, x s 0 , S s x , x x - 0, x s 0 , .  . 4  41 1 2 1 2 2 1 2 1 2
S s x , x x ) 0, x s 0 , S s x , x x - 0, x s 0 , .  . 4  43 1 2 2 1 4 1 2 2 1
and B s b.j
 4  .If k s l, then I s 1, 2, 3, 4 , and 10 givesint
21y1r k k q 2 . y1r k y1y1r k 1q1r kÄN l, H a ; b j l ln l; . . disc p k k q 1 . jG1
 4  .and if k ) l, then I s 1, 2 , and 11 givesst
Ä kqlq2.r2 lN l, H a ; 4c l , . .disc st
 .where c is given by the RHS in 8 with k s k, B s b.st s s
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 2.1
3.1. In the case n s 2,
ÄH a s H a q b [ H a y b , .  .  . .  .
 .  . and non-zero spectra of H a q b and H a y b coincide see, e.g.,
w x.Theorem 6.4 in 2 . Thus, it suffices to show that the spectrum of
 .H a q b is discrete with q` as the only accumulation point, and that 0 is
Ä .an eigenvalue of H a , of infinite multiplicity.
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 .  .  .The fact that H a q b is semi-bounded easily follows from 1 and 2 .
Under an additional smoothness condition on b, the discreteness of the
 . w xspectrum of H a q b follows from a general theorem of 4 ; under
 .  .conditions 1 ] 5 , it follows from Theorem 3.1 on operators of the form
 .H a q V which will be formulated in Subsection 3.3 and proved in
Section 4.
Ä 2 .  .  .3.2. But first we prove part b of Theorem 2.1. Since H a s D a ,
 .it suffices to show that dim Ker D a s q`; as it was shown in Section 6.4
w xof 2 , in the case n s 2 it suffices to prove that
dim Ker A s q`, 12 .a
 .where A s yi­ y a y i yi­ y a .a 1 1 2 2
 . ` .Fix v g 1, 2 , u g C R such that u G 0, u s 1 in a neighbourhood of0
0, and set
1 < < < < v < <yvb x s 1 y u x u b x x x , .  .  . .  .
1
1< <w x s ln x y y b y dy. .  . .H
22p R
1  .  :NThen yDw s b , and there exist N, C ) 0 such that exp w x F C x .
 :yN  .Since ? exp w is bounded, 12 will be proved once we show that
dim Ker A s q`, 13 .aÄ
where
 :N  :yNA s exp yw ? A ? exp w , .a aÄ
a s a y a1 q a2 , a1 s ­ w , y­ w , .Ä 2 1
and a2 satisfies the estimates
y1y < a <a 2  :­ a x F C x , ; a . . a
ÄWe see that the magnetic field b corresponding to a magnetic potential aÄ
satisfies an estimate
Ä yv y2 :  :b x G c x y C x , 14 .  .1 1
where v - 2, C , c ) 0 are independent of x, but it follows from Lemma1 1
w x  .  .3.4 in 13 that condition 14 implies 13 .
 .Thus, part b of Theorem 2.1 is proved, and to finish the proof of this
theorem, it suffices to apply Theorem 3.1, which will be formulated in the
next subsection, with V s b.
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 .  2 .3.3. Consider H a q V in L R , under the following condi-2
tions.
 .At infinity, b resp., V stabilizes to a positively homogeneous function
 . 2B resp., V , of degree m ) 0: ; x g R , there exist limits0 0
B x s lim tym b tx , V x s lim tym V tx ; 15 .  .  .  .  .0 0
tªq` tªq`
B vanishes on finitely many rays S , . . . , S ; 16 .0 1 N
V is non-negative, and if B x s 0, then V x s 0; 17 .  .  .0 0 0
outside S [ S j ??? j S , b and V are of a class C1 and satisfy an1 N
estimate
my 1 :=b x q =V x F C x ; 18 .  .  .
w . "1 "1for j s 1, . . . , N, there exist constants k g 1, m , B / 0, V G 0, andj j j
a conical neighbourhood U of S such thatj j
< "1 < "1B q V ) 0,j j
 .4 holds, and
 .  . <in Cartesian coordinates x , x such that S s x , x x ) 0, x s1 2 j 1 2 1 2
4 < <0 , V and b admit representationsU Uj j
x 2 r < x 2 < myk j < < k j my k jy1 < < k j my k j < < k jq1V x s V x x q O x x q O x x , .  .  .j 1 2 1 2 1 2
19 .
x 2 r < x 2 < myk j < < k j my k jy1 < < k jb x s B x x q O x x .  .j 1 2 1 2
my k j < < k jq1q O x x , 20 . .1 2
as x ª ` and x rx ª 0.2 1
 .  .  .THEOREM 3.1. Let 15 ] 20 and 4 hold.
 .Then H a q V is a semi-bounded operator with discrete spectrum, and the
following asymptotic formulas are ¨alid:
 .a If k - mr2 ; s, then as l ª q`s
N l, H a q V ; c a, V , R2 l1q2r m , 21 .  .  . . cl
where
y1c a, V , U s 2p B x dx , 22 .  .  .  . Hcl 0
 .U jjG0
 .  < . <  . <  . 4and U j s x g U 2 j q 1 B x q V x - 1 .0 0
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 .b If I s B and I / B then as l ª q`st int
H l, H a q V ; c a, V l1q2r m ln l, 23 .  .  . .  s , int
sgIint
where
< r <k q 2 B . s y1y1rkr r< <c a, V s B 2 j q 1 q V . 24 .  .  . . s , int s s4p k q 1 k .rs"1 jG0
 .c If I / B then as l ª q`st
H l, H a q V ; c a, V lmq2.r2myk s. , 25 .  .  . .  s , st
sgIst
where
q` q`y1 v y2 vs sc a, V s 2p dx dj x N x , P , 26 .  .  .H H  .s , st 1 1 1 1 s , j 1
0 y`
where P is the closure ofs, j 1
2k kx r < x < 2 x r < x < `s s2 2 2 2< < < <j y B x x r k q 1 q D q V x : C R ª L R . .  .  . .1 s 2 2 s 2 s 2 0 2
Before proving this theorem, we finish the proof of Theorem 2.1.
 .  .  .  .  .Conditions 1 ] 5 imply that H a q b satisfies conditions 15 ] 20 .
 .  .  .Hence, Theorem 3.1 is applicable. Now, 9 and 6 follow from 21 and
 .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .22 ; 10 and 7 from 23 and 24 ; and 11 and 8 from 25 and 26 ;
Ä .  .  .the factor 2 in 9 ] 11 is due to the super-symmetric structure of H a
 .see the remark at the beginning of the section .
4. PROOF OF THEOREM 3.1
 n.4.1. For a semibounded operator A in L R and an open set2
U ; Rn, set
N l, A , U .D
< `  : 5 5 2s sup dim L L ; C U , Au, u - l u ; 0 / u g L . .  . 40
 . Since H a q V is essentially self-adjoint, the Glazman Lemma see, e.g.,
w x.   . .Subsection 11.1 in 12 gives that s H a q V is discrete if and only if
  . 2 .N l, H a q V, R - q`, and if this is the case thenD
N l, H a q V s N l, H a q V , R2 . 27 .  .  . .  .D
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 .To study the RHS in 27 , we use the variational technique based on the
 w x.IMS-localization formula see, e.g., 2 ,
< < 2H a q V s w H a q V w y =w , 28 .  .  . . j j j
j j
where
w 2 s 1 29 . j
j
is an appropriate partition of unity. We construct it as follows.
Set
1r2N
ky1 m s :  :d x s dist x , S x , C x s x d x . .  .  .  .s s 0 s /ss1
 .For s s 1, . . . , N, fix a conical neighbourhood U of S such that 4 holds,s s
2 Nand set U s R RD U ,0 ss1 s
 :v smax C x , x if x g U , s G 1 4 .0 s
C* x s .  C x if x g U . .0 0
LEMMA 4.1. For any c ) 0, there exist C ) 0 and p ) 0 such that for
< <x G 1,
 .  :yv sif dist x, S - c x , thens
y1 :v s  :v sC x F C* x F C x ; 30 .  .
 .  :yv sif dist x, S ) c x , thens
Cy1 C x F C* x F CC x ; 31 .  .  .  .0 0
 .  :yv sif M G 1 and dist x, S ) M x , then0 s 0
 :v s ypx F CM C x . 32 .  .0 0
Proof. It is a straightforward consequence of the definition.
 .4.2. Set M s ln ln l, M s ln M , M s ln M , and let B x, r1 0 1 0
stand for a ball of radius r, centered at x. For c ) 0 and s s 1, . . . , N, set
yv2 sU S s x g R dist x , S - c x , : .  . 4c s s
U S s U S RB 0, M , .  .  .M , c s c M s 10 0
N
2U s R R U S RB 0, M . .  .DM , yc c M s 10 0 /
ss1
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U y2  .2 2It follows from Lemma 4.1 that g s M C* x dx is a slowly varyingM
w xmetric on U in the sense of 3 , uniformly in M; i.e., there existM , y20
C, c ) 0 such that
y1< <if x g U and x y y - cM C* x , 33 .  .M , y20
then
cC* x F C* y F CC* x . 34 .  .  .  .
LEMMA 4.2. There exist open sets V and points x g V such thatj j j
D V > U , V l U / B; 35 .jG1 j M , y2 j M , y20 0
V l V s B, ; j / k ; 36 .j k
y1 y21r2 3r2meas x dist x , ­ V - M C* x F CM C* x ; 37 .  .  . . 5j j j
y12 1r2; x g R , card j dist x , V - M C* x F C ; 38 .  . . 5j j
y1 y1B x , cM C* x ; V ; B x , CM C* x ; 39 .  .  . /  /j j j j j
; x g V , cC* x F C* x F CC* x , 40 .  .  .  .j j
where positi¨ e constants C, c are independent of m and j.
 .  .Proof. Conditions 33 and 34 allow us to use a construction of a
w xcovering for a slowly varying metric in 3 to find positive constants
  .y1 .C, c , c , points x , and balls B s B x , c M C* x , which cover1 2 j j, c j 1 j1
U and satisfyM ,y20
; x , card j x g B - C ; 5j , 2 c1
B l B s B ; j / l ;j , c l , c2 2
; x g B , c C* x F C* x F CC* x . .  .  .j , c 2 j1
Now it suffices to set V s B , and for j G 2, set1 1, c1
V s B RD B .j j , c k - j k , c1 1
The lemma has been proved.
 .  . U 1r2Under conditions 33 ] 34 , a metric g is also slowly varying, and weM
U  w x.1r2can construct cut-off functions x associated with V , g , 1 see 7 .j j M
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They enjoy properties
0 F x F 1, x x s 1 ; x g V ; 41 .  .j j j
y11r2supp x ; x dist x , V - M C* x ; 42 .  . . 5j j j
< <y ay1a 1r2D x x F C M C* x ; a , 43 .  .  . .j a
where the C are independent of M and j.a
 .4.3. Now we construct analogues of x with supp x ; U S . Byj j M , 20
 .  . < Xusing an analogue of 33 ] 34 for C* , we can construct sets V , pointsS js
X  .x , and a partition of unity on S RB 0, M ,j s 0
x x9 s 1, ; x9 g S R B 0, M , 44 .  .  .Ä s j s 0
j
 .  .with properties analogous to 35 ] 43 . Then we set
x x s x x9 1 y x x , .  .  .Ä s j s j r /
rG0
 .  .where x for r G 1 are the ones in 41 ] 43 , x9 is the image of x underr
orthogonal projection on S , and a non-negative functions
` 1r2 <x g C B 0, M q M , x s 1, 45 . . . B0 , M .0 0 1 0 1
 .satisfies 43 .
4.4. Arrange all x , j G 1, and x in a new list x , p G 1, attachj sr p
x , and set0
y1r2
2w s x x .j j i /
iG0
 .  .  .  .It follows from 38 , 40 , and 42 ] 44 that
< <y ay1a 1r2D w x F C M C* x , ; a ; 46 .  .  . .j a
if supp w l U / B, then the w satisfy 42 ; 47 .  .j M , y2 j0
<if supp w l S RB 0, M / B, then w satisfies an analogue of 42 . .  . . Sj s j s
48 .
 .   .. 0   ..If a condition in 47 resp. 48 holds we write j g I resp. j g I S .s
 .  .  .Clearly, 29 holds, and 46 implies that the error term in 28 is small:
2 2y1=w x F CM C* x . 49 .  .  . j
j
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4.5. Now we freeze a and b on supp w . The freezing on supp w forj j
0  .j g I differs from the one for j g I S .s
LEMMA 4.3. For j g I 0, there exists a gauge transformation
exp yiF H a q V exp iF s H a j q V , 50 .  .  . . .  .j j
such that for all x g supp wj
1r2j j0 ja x y a x q V x y V x - e C* x , 51 .  .  .  .  .  .
j .  . j0where V x s V x , a is a uniform magnetic field with the magnetic tensorj
 .b x , and e ª 0 as l ª q`, uniformly in j.j
 .Proof. Fix a small conical neighbourhood U of S s s 1, . . . , N , ands s
set U s R2RD U . We choose F so that0 sG1 s j
x2j j ja x s a x , 0 , a x s b x , t dt ; .  .  .  . . H1 1 1
x j2
 <if supp w ; U , we use a coordinate system such that S s x x s 0,j s s 1
4 < <  .x s 0 . If supp w l U / B, then x ) M r2, and due to 15 and2 j 0 j 0
 . < < m r2  .Lemma 4.1, C* x 7 x . Therefore, it follows from 18 thatj j
y1my1 my1ym r2< < < <V x y V x F C x M C* x F CM x .  .  .j j j j
F 2CMMy1 C* x , .0 j
2y1mq1y2< <a x y a x y =a x , x y x F C x M C* x : .  .  .  . /j j j j j
F 2CMMy1 .0
 .Since M s ln M , 51 in this case has been proved.0
< < < <yvIf supp w ; U , we note that by construction, x ) M x , and duej s j2 0 j1
 . < < myk .r2 < < k r2to Lemma 4.1, C* x 7 x x , where v s v , k s k . Usingj j1 j2 s s
 .  .18 , 19 , and the Taylor expansion, we obtain
y1myk ky1< < < <V x y V x F C x x M C* x .  .  .j j1 j2 j
< < my ky1 < < k < < my k < < kq1q x x q x x /j1 j2 j1 j2
2y1 y1< <F C M x C* x F C MM C* x , .  .1 j2 j 2 0 j
j j ja x y a x y =a x , x y x : .  .  .j j j
2y1myk kq1y2< < < <F C x x M C* x . /j1 j2 j
y1myky1 k myk kq1< < < < < < < <q x x q x x M C* x . /j1 j2 j1 j2 j /
< <y1 y1F C M x F C C* x MM , .1 j2 2 j 0
 .and 51 has been proved.
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 .  .LEMMA 4.4. For j g I S , there exists a gauge transformation 50 suchs
 .that 51 holds with
j0 x 2 r < x 2 < myk < < ka x s B x x x r k q 1 , 0 , .  . /s j1 2 2
j x 2 r < x 2 < myk < < kV x s V x x , . s j1 2
where k s k .s
Proof. We define F as in the second half of the proof of Lemma 4.3j
 .  .  .and use the Taylor expansion. In view of 19 and 20 , to prove 51 , it
suffices to show that for 0 - q F m y k on supp wj
< < my kyq < < kq1qq < < v < < myk .r2 < < k r2x x F e x q x x , /j1 2 j1 j1 2
qmykyq kq1 yv v myk .r2 k r2< < < < < < < < < < < <x x M x F e x q x x , .  /j1 2 j1 j1 j1 2
2mykyq kqq v myk .r2 k r2< < < < < < < < < <x x F e x q x x , /j1 2 j1 j1 2
2qmykyq k yv v myk .r2 k r2< < < < < < < < < < < <x x M x F e x q x x . .  /j1 2 j1 j1 j1 2
< < < <yvDue to Lemma 4.1, for x F x these estimates follow from esti-2 j1
mates
< < my ky1ykq2.v < < v < <y1 < < vx F e x m x F e x , /j1 j1 j1 j1
< < my ky1ykq2.v < < v < <y1 y1 < < vx M F e x m x F eM x , /j1 j1 j1 j1
< < my ky1ykq1.v < < 2 v < <y1 < < vx F e x m x F e x , /j1 j1 j1 j1
< < my ky1ykq1.v < < 2 v < <y1 y1 < < vx M F e x m x F eM x , /j1 j1 j1 j1
< < < <yv < <which are valid since x ) M and M s ln ln M ; for x - x Fj1 1 1 j1 2
< <yvM x , they are equivalent to0 1
< < myk .r2y1 < < 2qk r2 < < myk .r2y1yv < <1qk r2x x F e , x x F erM ,j1 2 j1 2
< <y1 < < < <y1yvx x F e , x M F e ,j1 2 j1
< <  .and also valid since M s ln M , M s ln ln M , x ) M , and m y k r0 1 1 j1 1
 . .  .  .  .2 y 1 y 4 q k m y k r2 k q 2 s yk m y k r2 k q 2 - 0.
The lemma has been proved.
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 .  j0. j4.6. Set H s H a q V, and for j G 1, set H s H a q V ,0 j
where a j0 and V j are defined in the proofs of Lemmas 4.3 and 4.4. It
 .  .  .follows from 28 and 49 ] 51 that
2iF yiFj jw e H y e C* x e w .  /j j j
j
F H a q V .
2iF yiFj jF w e H q e C* x e w . 52 .  .  /j j j
j
 .  .  .LEMMA 4.5. Let 15 ] 20 and 4 hold. Then there exist C, c ) 0 such
that
2 25 5 :c C* x u F H a q V u , u q C u . 53 .  .  . .L LL2 22
 .  .Proof. We apply 52 with a large but fixed l which was used in the
 .  .construction of w . It follows from 52 , that it suffices to prove 53 withj
 . ` q. qH instead of H a q V and u g C V , where V s int supp w , pro-j 0 j j j
vided the positive constants c, C can be chosen independently of j.
For j s 0, this estimate is evident since H is semibounded. For j g I 0,0
 .H is a Schrodinger operator with a constant magnetic field b x andÈj j
 . <  . <  .  .2electric potential V x , such that b x q V x ) cC* x , uniformly inj j j
j and x g Vq , and therefore,j
5 5 2 y1 : ` qC*u F c H u , u , ; u g C V . .j 0 j
 . q UTo treat j g I S , we note that on V , C* 7 C , wheres j j
2 2 v myk kU < < < < < <C x s x q x x , .j j1 j1 2
and v s v , k s k , so that it suffices to prove an estimates s
5 U 5 2  : ` 2c C u F H u , u , ; u g C R . .j j 0
Since H is a differential operator with coefficients independent of x , thej 1
last estimate can easily be proved by means of the Fourier transform with
respect to x , which reduces our problem to an estimate for a family of1
Schrodinger operators on a line: ; j g R,È 1
5 U 5 2  : `c C u F H u , u , ; u g C R , .j j , j 01
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where
2myk kx r < x <2 2 < < < <H s j y B x x x r k q 1 . /j , j 1 s j1 2 21
2 x 2 r < x 2 < < < my k < < kq D q V x x .2 s j1 2
< <yv < < vBy making substitutions x ¬ x x , j ¬ x j , we reduce to the2 j1 2 1 j1 1
< <case x s 1, which can be treated as follows. The IMS-localizationj1
formula allows us to reduce to an estimate
< < k  :c 1 q x u , u F H u , u , ; .2 j 1
where
2k kx r < x < 2 x r < x <2 2 2 2< < < <H s j y B x x r k q 1 q D q V x , . .j 1 s 2 2 2 s 21
for
 . ` .1 u g C I , where I is a finite interval;0
 . ` ..2 u g C 1, q` ;0
 . ` ..3 u g C y`, y1 .0
In the first case the estimate is evident since D2 is positive-definite on
` .C I for any finite interval I. The second and third cases are similar. We0
consider the second case assuming B1 G 0. The estimate is evident ifs
V 1 ) 0 or j F 0}in the last case, we take into account a conditions 1
< 1 < 1 1 1B q V ) 0. If j ) 0 and V s 0, then B ) 0, due to a conditions s 1 s s
< 1 < 1B q V ) 0, and therefore,s s
21 kq1 2 k rkq1.j y B x r k q 1 0 ) cj , . . 1 y1 1rkq1. /1 s 2 1  .  ..x s j B kq12 1 s
where c ) 0 is independent of j ) 0. It follows that1
2k rkq1. 2 1 kq1j F C D q j y B x r k q 1 , . . /1 2 1 s 2
uniformly in j G 0, and the desired estimate follows from an estimate1
2k k rkq1. 1 kq1x F C j q j y B x r k q 1 . . . /2 1 1 s 2
The lemma has been proved.
Note that under additional smoothness conditions, Lemma 4.5 follows
w xfrom a general estimate of 4 .
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 .  . Inequalities 52 , 53 and standard variational theorems see, e.g.,
w x.Appendix in 7 give
N l 1 y e , H , Vy F N l, H a q V .  . . . D j j
j
F N l 1 q e , H , Vq , 54 .  . . D j j
j
y  <  . 4where V s int x w x s 1 .j j
q  .4.7. Since V ; B 0, 2 M and M s ln ln l, we have0 1 1
N l 1 q e , H , Vq s o l1q2r m , 55 .  .  . .D 0 0
 .therefore j s o-terms in 54 can be included in the o-term of any formula
in Theorem 3.1.
4.8. For j g I 0, H is a Schrodinger operator with a uniformÈj
magnetic potential and constant electric one. By using a covering of V"j
1r2  .y1by cubes of size M C* x and repeating the proof of Theorem 3.1 inj
w x1 , we obtain an estimate
1 y e meas Vyn l 1 y e y V x .  .  . .1 j B x . 1 jj
F N l 1 " e , H , V" . .D j j
F 1 q e meas Vqn l 1 q e y V x , 56 .  .  .  . .1 j B x . 1 jj
where e ª q0 as l ª q`,1
0y1 < < < <n l s 2p B l y 2 j q 1 B , .  .  . . qB
jG0
 .0and l s 1 if l G 0 and 0 otherwise.q
 .  .It follows from 51 and 32 that for all x g supp wj
n l 1 y e y V x F n l y V x .  .  . .  .B x . 2 B x . jj
F n l 1 q e y V x , 57 .  .  . .B x . 2
 .  .  .  .where e ª q0 as l ª q`. Taking into account 41 , 42 and 37 , 38 ,2
we obtain
meas V" s meas V 1 q e , .j j 3
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 .  .and 56 , 57 give
1 y e F l 1 y e , a, V , U .  . .3 3 M , y20
F N l 1 " e , H , V" . . j j
0jgI
F 1 q e F l 1 q e , a, V , U , 58 .  .  . .3 3 M , y20
where e ª q0 as l ª q`, and3
F l, a, V , U s n l y V x dx. .  . .H B x .
U
 . w x4.9. Using 53 and trivially modifying arguments of 10 , we obtain
N l 1 q e , H , Vq F CG Cl, C*, U S , 59 .  .  . .  . j j M , 2 s0
 .jgI S s
where
2G l, C*, U s l y C* x dx .  . .H q
U
 4and a s max a, 0 .q
Direct calculations show that if k - mr2 thens
G Cl, C*, U S F C lmq2.r2myk s.M C1 . 60 .  . .M , 2 s 1 00
 .Further, if k - mr2 for all s then using 15 we obtains
F l, a, V , U ; c a, V , R2 l1q2r m , 61 .  . .M , y2 cl0
 2 .  .where c a, V, R is given by 22 .cl
 .  .Since m q 2 r2 m y k - 1 q 2rm and M s ln ln l, the first state-s 0
 .  .  .ment of Theorem 3.1}a formula 21 }follows from 54 , 55 , and
 .  .58 ] 61 .
 .  .4.10. Now, let I / B and I s B. In this case we use 15 , 19 ,int st
 .and 20 and obtain
F l, a, V , U ; c a, V l1q2r m ln l, . . M , y2 s , int0
sgIint
 .  .  .with c a, V given by 24 . Further, 60 holds in the case k s mr2 ass, int s
 .well, and since M s ln ln l, we obtain 23 of Theorem 3.1.0
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 .  .4.11. Finally, let I / B. In this case we derive from 19 and 20st
an estimate
F Cl, a, V , U F C G C l, C*, U F C lmq2.r2myk 0 .Myc , .  .M , y2 1 1 M , y2 20 0
62 .
where c ) 0, k s max k , and for s g I ,0 s st
G l, C*, U S 7 lmq2.r2myk s. , 63 .  . .M , 2 s0
 .  .with m q 2 r2 m y k ) 1 q 2rm.s
 .  .  .  .  .  .It follows from 54 , 55 , 58 , 60 , 62 , and 63 , that in this case the
 .principal term of the asymptotics is given by 25 provided we show that for
s g Ist
N l, H , V" ; c a, V lmq2.r2myk s. , 64 .  . . D j j s , st
 .jgI S s
 .  .where c a, V is given by 26 .s, st
 .  .  .4.12. For j g I S , we set v s v s m y k r k q 2 , k s k . Bys s s
construction, there exists VX " ; S such thatj s
D VX " > S RB 0, M ; 65 .  .j j s 1
X "
; x g S , card j x g V F C ; 66 . 5s j
< <yv X " < <yvB x , cM x l S ; V ; B x , CM x l S ; 67 . .  .j j s j j j s
Xq Xy 1r2 < <yvmeas V R V F CM x ; 68 . .j j j
V
Xql B 0, M r2 s B; 69 .  .j 1
Xy < <yv < <yvV = yM x , M x .j 0 j 0 j
y q Xq < <yv < <yv; V ; V ; V = y2 M x , 2 M x . 70 . .j j j 0 j 0 j
 .It follows from 70 that
Xy < <yv < <yvN l, H , V = yM x , M x . /D j j 0 j 0 j
F N l, H , Vy F N l, H , Vq .  .D j j D j j
Xq < <yv < <yvF N l, H , V = y2 M x , 2 M x . 71 . . /D j j 0 j 0 j
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Clearly,
Xq < <yv < <yv XqN l, H , V = y2 M x , 2 M x F N l, H , V = R , 72 . . . /D j j 0 j 0 j D j j
 .and using the IMS-localization formula 28 and the standard variational
techniques, we deduce
N l y My1 , H , VXy= R .D 0 j j
Xy < <yv < <yvF N l, H , V = yM x , M x . /D j j 0 j 0 j
yv yvXy < < < <q N l, H , V = RR yM x r2, M x r2 . 73 . . /D j j 0 j 0 j
w x  .By applying the techniques of 10 to the last term in 73 , summing up
 .  .  .  .with respect to j g I S , and taking into account 65 , 66 , and 69 , wes
obtain
yv yvXy < < < <N l, H , V = RR yM x r2, M x r2  . /D j j 0 j 0 j
 .jgI S s
my k < < kF C dx dx l y C x x .H H1 1 2 1 1 2 qyv< <M r2-x x )M x r21 1 2 0 1
1rkyv kym<F C l dx ? meas x M x r2 - x - C l x .H  51 1 2 0 1 2 2 1
M r2-x1 1
F C l1q1r k dx ? x1ym r kH3 1 1
1r2 v yk r2 vM r2-x -C l M1 1 3 0
F C l1q1r kq2ym r k .r2 vMy2 kym.r2 v s o lmq2.r2myk . 74 .  .4 0
since 2k ) m.
4.13. Let us show that uniformly in j
q`
v y2 v1 y e dx ? x dj N l 1 y e x , P .  .H H  .1 1 1 1 1 1 s , j 1Xy
V y`j
F N l 1 y e , H , VXy= R F N l 1 q e , H , VXq= R .  . .  .D j j D j j
q`
v y2 vF 1 q e dx ? x dj N l 1 q e x , P , 75 .  .  .H H  .1 1 1 1 1 1 s , j 1Xq
V y`j
 .where P is the same as in 26 , and e ª q0 as l ª q`.s, j 11
By changing variables x s x q x v y , x s x v y , and letting VX " s1 j1 j1 1 2 j1 2 j j
 < X "4y x g V , we obtainj
N l 1 " e , H , VX "= R s N l 1 " e xy2 v , P , VX " , 76 .  .  . /  /D j j D j1 s j j
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where
2ky r < y < 2 y r < y < k2 2 2 2< <P s D y B y y r k q 1 q D q V y . . .s 1 s 2 2 2 s 2
< y2 r < y2 < < y2 r < y2 <Since B q V ) 0, there exists c ) 0 such that for all j,s 2
N m , P , VX " s 0, if m - c. 77 . /D s j j
 . X "Further, due to 67 , V are domains which expand as l ª q`, uni-j j
 . w xformly in j g I S . Hence, we can use Theorem 23.1 of 7 and obtains
y1 X "2p meas V 1 y e N m 1 y e y e , P dj .  .  . .Hj j s , j 11
R
F N m , P , VX " /D s j j
y1 X "F 2p meas V 1 q e N m 1 q e q e , P dj , 78 .  .  .  . .Hj j s , j 11
R
 .where P is the same as in 26 , and e ª 0 as l ª q`, uniformly in js, j 1
and m ) 0.
Clearly, meas VX " s x v meas VX " , and on VX " ,j j1 j j j
1 y e x v F x v F 1 q e x v ; 79 .  .  .1 j1 1
 .  .  .using 76 ] 79 , we obtain 75 .
 .  .  .4.14. By using 65 ] 69 and summing 75 up with respect to j, we
obtain
q`
v y2 v1 y e dx x N l 1 y e x ; P dj .  .H H  .2 1 1 2 1 s , j 11
M R1
F N l 1 y e , H , VXy= R . . D j j
 .jgI S s
F N l 1 q e , H , VXq= R . . D j j
 .jgI S s
q`
v y2 vF 1 q e dx x N l 1 q e x ; P dj . 80 .  .  .H H  .2 1 1 2 1 s , j 11
M R1
By using well-known bounds for the counting function of the spectrum for
 w x.Schrodinger operators on R see, e.g., 12 , it is easy to show thatÈ
uniformly in l
N l, P dj F Cl1q1r k . .H s , j 11
R
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Hence,
M1 vdx x N l, P dj .H H1 1 s , j 11
0 R
F C l1q1r kMy1q2r k .vq1 s o lmq2.r2myk . .1 1
 . q`recall that k ) mr2 and M s ln ln l , therefore we may replace H in1 M1
 . q`  mq2.r2myk ..80 by H }at the cost of adding o l . After that we change0
  ..1r2 vvariables x s l 1 " e y and obtain for the left-most and the1 2 1
 .  . mq2.r2myk .right-most parts in 80 the asymptotics ;c a, V l .s, st
 .  .  .  .By gathering 71 ] 74 and 80 , we obtain 64 . This finishes the proof
of Theorem 3.1.
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